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1. The rear view 

• The global economy 
has recovered from the 
pandemic more quickly 
than expected, thanks 
to the vaccines - and 
massive fiscal and 
monetary stimulus

• UK GDP was hit relatively hard by Covid, and initially slower to 
recover, partly due to Brexit uncertainty

• The relatively strong UK growth in 2021 was therefore ‘catching 
up’, not overtaking, but also much better than most had expected 



2. Heating up…

• The combination of  
surging money growth, 
rapidly recovering 
consumer demand, 
and supply constraints 
(both goods and 
labour) has driven 
inflation higher

• This is not just about energy prices: core inflation is rising too
• Business surveys suggest input price inflation and supply problems 

may now be easing, but still plenty of pressures in the pipeline



3. What if Russia invades Ukraine (again)?

1. The uncertainty alone is a ‘bad thing’ for ‘risk assets’

2. Some specific threats:
- disruption to energy supplies, and more inflation
(Russia supplies about 40% of EU’s natural gas)

- Russian retaliation against the West, incl. cyber attacks
- Ukraine itself is a major food exporter, esp. cereals

3. Who might be next? Moldova? The Baltic states…?       
Could stronger Russia-China ties destabilise Asia?

4. The market risks at least can be reduced by diversification, 
including safe havens, inflation hedges – and energy stocks!



4. Reasons for optimism about the UK

1. The UK is set to be the first major economy to emerge 
from the pandemic (thanks to a relatively high degree of 
immunity acquired from vaccines and past infections)

2. The UK labour market is strong:
- wages picking up
- employment increasing
- job security high 

(though total employment still lower than before Covid)

3. There is also plenty of room for a rebound in business 
investment, which has been held back both by Covid and 
Brexit uncertainty…



5. Investment bullish, economy rebounding



6. “What could possibly go wrong…”

1. Inflation: has already risen a long way, but could remain 
higher for longer (higher interest rates too). Low-income 
households especially vulnerable to higher bills.

2. Taxes: government determined to press ahead with 
planned increases in National Insurance, income tax,    
and corporation tax

3.   Brexit: not yet done!

4. Geopolitics: the Ukraine
(but also China)



7. Should we worry about ‘stagflation’? 

• Definition: ‘persistent high inflation combined with high 
unemployment and stagnant demand’

X Even at 7½%, UK inflation would be much lower than 
in the 1970s (when it was more than 20%)

X More reasons to believe this jump will be temporary

X Problem now is lack of supply, not weak demand

X Unemployment low, not high

X Business (and some consumer) surveys are reassuring



8. Should we worry about interest rates? 

• Bank of England will return rates to more sustainable 
levels (perhaps 2%) and start to reverse ‘quantitative 
easing’. (Same for the Fed and, eventually, the ECB).

• But rates likely to remain low by any usual standards, and 
especially in real terms (relative to inflation)

• Context matters: gradual rate increases now will help to 
restore credibility – and only happening anyway because 
economy is in better shape

• Markets will panic from time to time. Good investment 
managers shouldn’t.



9. Outlook for emerging markets (EMs)

• China and many other Asian economies weathered the 
pandemic well, but most EMs were hit harder (due to poor 
healthcare, low vaccination rates. and weak public finances)

• Many are also more vulnerable to commodity-led inflation
and to currency weakness caused by rising US interest rates

• Personally, I’d remain positive on these markets over the 
longer term, given their greater growth potential and the 
higher rewards for taking more risks

• But for now, many EMs are likely to suffer the fallout from 
Covid longer than most developed economies



10. Conclusions

• Outlook for global economy still bright, and there are 
good reasons to expect the UK (and UK equities) to 
outperform

• Obviously there are big risks (when are there not?), but 
these can be minimised with a well-managed portfolio

• This should include a mix of assets (and possibly 
managers) to provide diversification, and to hedge 
against particular threats (such as inflation)

• Important also to take a long-term view, rather than try 
to ‘time’ the markets


